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Abstract. Agriculture accounts for a large scale of developing country but managing information on the
field is lacked of skilled resources, budget and effective information system. The information system should
be easy to access and maintain. As a result, developed out-of-the-box monitoring system includes wireless
sensor network agents that operate and maintain for data gathering, hardware and network architecture.
However, security solution requires maintaining the data integrity and confidential information.
In general, security protocol requires skilled technician to configure and maintain the system. Also,
monitoring, updating and configuring the system are too complex for farmers to understand and utilize.
Therefore, we propose the security out-of-the-box system for wireless sensor network in agriculture. The
protocol contains HKD and Adaptive IDS so key chain is updated frequently and randomly as well as
monitoring system and alert when threat is founded.
Our system is covered during the process of deployment, maintenance, information feedback and alert.
Deployment and maintenance are hindered from farmer. Farmer only reads the information feedback and
alert. The information feedback is simplified to number of connected agent. Alert feedback is simplified to 3
levels: 1.Low level alert 2.Medium level alert 3.High level alert. Low level alert is kept the event information
in the log of central database. Medium level alert acknowledges the user on screen/dash board. High level
alert raises the high pitch voice via speaker or sends SMS to farmers’ mobile phone (if available). Overall,
farmers are required only powering on the devices to operate the security out-of-the-box system.
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1. Introduction
Sensor networks are developed for deployment at locations without infrastructure support. It may
provide a solution to many applications including agriculture for monitoring water, humidity, temperature
and etc [1-3].
Out-of-the-Box system is proposed for ready to deploy including hardware, network architecture and
management. As SensorScope [4] shows that sensor network could be implemented simple management
system. The end-user can ignore the inner mechanism such as power source, sensor, network design,
neighborhood management, network routing, synchronizing and power management.
However, security in sensor network needs to be added in the out-of-the-box monitoring system to
ensure the integrity and privacy. However, security of sensor networks is limited by the nature of wireless,
network structure and resources. It is expected that the network is flexible and adaptable to the additional of
new nodes. It also manages routing changes in the event of node failure. These features also need to consider
the energy efficiency which is the most critical aspect of sensor network application [5-8].
This paper presents the integrated security solution for out-of-the-box wireless sensor network system
which focuses on agricultural implementation. Since agriculture is a significant production in most of
developing countries, data management helps improving the system effectiveness and increasing
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productivity. The limitation of agriculture in those countries is lack of skilled technicians especially IT and
engineering. Also, data management requires the security in moderate level where data is important.
However, it is a less critical than other industries such as financial, banking and health industry. Therefore,
this paper proposes integrated security solution by using Hint Key Distribution (HKD) and Adaptive
Intrusion Detection System (Adaptive IDS) to balance between simplicity of usage and security of system.
Power consumption in this system also performs better than using similar protocols e.g. Security Protocols
for Sensor Networks (SPINS) and Efficient Large-Group Key Distribution (ELK).

2. Notation
We use the following notation to describe a protocol and operation in this paper:
F1[D]

is the first one-way function which covert data D

F2[D]

is the second one-way function which covert data D

KC

is the common key to use when secret key is not set up

KM

is the master key to generate keys for the 1st time.

K0

is the storing key to save previous key session

K[M]

is encryption of message M with key K

L, N

are the random numbers in the key generating

3. Security Out-of-the-Box
The system is based on the SensorScope[4] but adds the solution module on top of the system. The
security module is consisted with two main functions: HKD and Adaptive IDS

3.1. Hint Key Distribution (HKD)
HKD [9] is inspired by using of hint messages in ELK [10]. It uses symmetric encryption to secure
transmissions. The confidentiality and simplicity are provided from encryption and decryption. When every
sensor node has the secret key, it can establish secured communication without altering the routing (or tree
hierarchy).
To construct a key, we describe two sides of operations. Sender and receiver have common key KC
which is used as a secret key when the key is not distributed. Master key, KM is also installed as a part of
key computation.
Two one-way functions F1 and F2 could minimize the computation while maintain a large key domain.
There are more key possibilities to protect from intruders in guessing the secret key. In the long term, despite
both sender and receiver remain computing in the same range (L, N).
Intruders require a large set of key to attack. Since secret key is generated from previous key, this adds
up the number of possible keys to Lt x N to attack (where t is number of key distribution).
Sender Process
Secret key is generated from repeatedly computing one-way function F1 and F2. Then, sender broadcasts
encrypted message which contains signature key from both F1 and F2.
Receiver Process
When broadcasted message is received, receiver decrypts message and extracts signature S1 and S2.
Then it repeatedly computes KM until its hash value matches with S1 and then repeats for S2.
Key Renewing Process
Sender and receiver start computing the secret key from previous key, K0 instead of KM. So there is no
key duplication and it helps minimizing the computation.

3.2. Adaptive Intrusion Detection System (Adaptive IDS)
Adaptive Intrusion Detection System (Adaptive IDS) [11] uses either anomaly detection or misuse
detection. This paper uses a decision mechanism derived from Siraj and et al. [12-14]. Within IDS, tasks are
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combined to minimize energy consumption. So, anomaly detection is proceeding while event data is prechecked for misuse detection. The signature records are combined to a single database to reduce memory use.
In normal situation, both systems operate with the same record.
Event Data is the network activities (for example number of success and failure of authentication). This
set of data is prepared for further analysis.
Misuse Detection analyses event data from signature record. In case of event data is matched with any
rules, alert signal will be raised. Otherwise, event data is forwarded to anomaly detection for further analysis.
Anomaly Detection compares event data with signature record to find harmful attacks from intruder. If
probability reaches the risk threshold, alert signal will be raised.
Signature Record is a database which contains signature of unauthorized and high risk activities. In
addition, each record contains level of harm for misuse detection and probability chance for anomaly
detection.
The voting algorithm for the selection of nodes in distributed defense consists of four steps: vote
preparation, voting, vote counting and IDS activating. There are two parameters in this algorithm. First,
number of hop count determines the threshold of selection for the number of hops between a candidate node
and itself. A larger hop count means less activated nodes and each IDS node has to take responsibility for
more nodes. Second, the voting threshold is the minimum number of votes before activating IDS. The
procedure allows each node to elect its gateway. The stages are:
1. Vote Preparation: Each node decides their gateway or nearest node. A hop count parameter
determines distance between agent node and neighboring nodes.
2. Voting: Each node transmits their vote message to their gateway.
3. Vote Counting: To count a received vote.
4. IDS Activating: If the number of votes exceeds the threshold, and IDS is then activated. The node
will remain active until timeout, at this point the process 1-4 will be commenced again.
To address some of the limitations, we have further investigated the use of adaptive thresholds. We
assume that each node has been synchronized to be accurate within a 5 second window. Initial threshold
number is 0 which increases and reduces based on pre-set number. A suggestion is reducing number should
be less than increasing number so activated node can be distributed wider. For example, in 80 nodes cluster
we use increasing increment number as 5 and reducing increment number as 1.
Note that a tree structure is not employed for the adaptive distributed defense. Instead we rely on the
adaptive threshold to guide selection.
The approach shows both a positive reinforcement for the threshold, and an active reduction of threshold
to promote candidate nodes for intrusion detection. The protocol also avoids the difficulty of maintenance a
tree hierarchy. Instead we use the dynamics of the threshold to control which nodes are activated. This is
potentially more robust.

3.3. User Interaction
The objective is to develop security solution which involves less interaction with user or farmer and
simple for non-technical skilled people to understand and implement the system. We divide into four
scenarios that system may interact with the user.
1. Deployment: user requires not involving with complex tasks but only turn on the devices. At the same
time, devices initiate themselves and set up key by HKD protocols.
2. Troubleshooting: in the case that security protocol is corrupted or mal-function user can simply restart all the devices so HKD will start the initiate the key as well as Adaptive IDS will be restarted itself.
3. Alert: In case that security system raises the warning to user, the system communicates to user in three
levels:
3.1 Minor Level Alert: warning will be logged on the central database.
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3.2 Medium Level Alert: warning will be shown on the monitor which user can observe and monitor
the system.
3.3 High Level Alert: warning will be connected high power speaker so user can immediately notice.
Optional, in the complex system may connect via telephone or SMS system.
4. Configuration: this scenario is designed for skilled people or administrator to configure the system,
read the log file, upgrade the software or configure the integration system via telephone or SMS system.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Hint Key Distribution (HKD)
Brute Force Attach (BFA) is used to evaluate the resistance of SPINS and HKD. The evaluation is based
on a pair of communications which follow the theory and algorithm. However, in practice, adversaries may
reduce their computation time when they collect information from a group of nodes.
Among these protocols: SPINS and HKD, they protect master key with hash or one-way function. To
obtain current secret key, adversary can directly perform BFA, but it is infeasible to generate next key or
master key.
However, breaking current secret key requires 2key length - 1 x Computation Time. In 40 bits key length,
there are 240 possible keys which average half (239) must be attempted to find the correct key while 128 bits
key needs 2127 attempts. Since UltraSparc II computes each key in 2 μs [15], in 40 bits key. It requires
1.10x106 s (12.7 days). To compare with 128 bits key, it requires 3.4x1032 s (1.08x1025 years). So 128 bits
key can enhance security protection. However, breaking master key requires more computation than current
key. Since, it needs to compute for the entire key chain from master key to current key. To compute key
chain, MD5 and SHA-1 use the same 128 bits hash. Let maximum key chain length is N and assuming that
adversary know this information. To break master key, it needs to try every key chain. In each key chain, it
needs to compute hash function N0 times. Since number of computing function N0 depends on key chain
length N (for key chain length N, it requires to compute function N! times). So it must run 2key length - 1 x N! x
Computation Time. Then, let the key chain length is 10 for the worst case which actual protocols use larger
number. In UltraSparc II, its execution times for MD5 and SHA-1 are 39 μs and 56 μs [15]. In MD5, BFA
will find the master key for 40 bits key chain in 7.78x1013 s (2.47x106 years) and 128 bits key chain in
2.41x1040 s (7.64x1032 years). In SHA-1, it will find the master key for 40 bits key chain in 1.12x1014 s
(3.54x106 years) and 128 bits key chain in 3.46x1040 s (1.10x1033 years).
In short key length (40 bits key), it can secure data in a short period of time (less than 12 days) before
renewing key. However, for sensitive information, a longer key (128 bits key) is required. To protect the
system with master key, both short and long key show a secure protection from BFA. However, SPINS can
renew their master key in a period of time while HKD can still uses its master key for longer. This can
improve the security in the long term.

4.2. Energy Consumption
Energy consumption is the significant issue in sensor networks. MD5 consumes 0.59 μJ/Byte when
comparing to 3DES computation, 6.04 μJ/Byte. So it can be assured that system has capability to operate
encryption, also able to perform HKD [16-18].
The simulation evaluates the energy consumption in HKD, SPINS and ELK. This simulation focuses on
message size and energy consumption. This result shows that HKD has almost three times expected lifetime
than SPINS. However, ELK in the best case scenarios shows the best performance in the simulation.

4.3. User Interaction
User requires the least operation with security module. User needs only turning on to activate HKD and
Adaptive IDS to operate. In the case that system is corrupted, user needs to re-start the system. For the output
from system, user does not require to monitor regularly. In case that critical threat, system raises the alert via
speaker (or telephone/SMS if integrated with this system). As a result, user requires zero-configuration and
zero-maintenance for day-to-day operation.
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4.4. Cost
Cost of configuration and maintenance has a benefit from zero-configuration and zero-maintenance so
user does not require paying extra for security module as well as implementing and maintenance cost. This is
a significant factor for agriculture in developing countries with limited budget and skilled technicians.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
According the limited with budget and skilled technicians in developing countries, security out-of-thebox is proposed for agriculture industry. The system which is proposed to meet the requirement for user in
the agriculture industry needs to balance between usability and security. User should involve the
configuration, deployment and maintenance as the least number. In addition, the interaction and responsive
from system should be simplified to meet the behavior of agriculture life style.
This paper propose the security module which has automated initiate key by HKD protocol and has
Adaptive IDS to alert when threat is detected via speaker. This system is also simplified the configuration,
deployment and maintenance by only powering on and system will then initiate the key among the agents.
Since HKD uses key chain, the key is updated regularly to increase the security of system. The benefit from
HKD is used less energy from communication with hint message as well as error handling when message is
lost during key change. In addition, HKD also reduces the energy consumption by small size of message and
increases the operation time. As a result, this security module is proposed to balance between the moderate
security with the limited budget and knowledge of user where focusing on agriculture in developing country.
For the future, research should focus on error-handling of security system. Since the current model needs
to restart system to initiate the key, the future model should provide flexible solution for non-technician user.
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